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Birgit Rathsmann: What would you like this show to do?

Davina Semo: I called the show APPROACH OR ENTER, which I mean as both a command and 
a threat—a reminder that you are a viewer at your own risk and of your own will. At the same 
time, it sounds welcoming. The works in the show speak on an emotional register, to philosoph-
ical and psychological questions. The sculptures share a material strength and vulnerability, 
they are tough but also broken. Not completely broken, but not polished. There is a roughness 
to them. For me, the experience of seeing a show is often dependent on my mood. I hope what 
I’ve done here will cast a wide net in terms of...

BR: What mood they appeal to?

DS: Yeah. My intention is for the titles to clue people into understanding that they have permis-
sion to feel something around the sculptures. The gallery is a storefront, so you can see the 
show without entering the zone of the work. APPROACH OR ENTER is an invitation, to come 
inside.

BR: In this piece, are those bits of safety glass in plaster?



DS: It’s safety glass in concrete, and this is a paint transfer on the front. The glass spikes are 
prisms that are cast through the concrete, which complicates the idea of a front or back. The 
“face” is the side with the safety-glass, but the back is perhaps more beautiful. I’ve been 
cleating some of the new sculptures and hanging them on the wall, but this one leans with the 
spike pressing into the wall.

BR: How does the piece change by leaning? 

detail of: BUT I WONDERED IF I REALLY WANTED TO GO BACK TO BEING THE GIRL WHO LIVES IN THE TWO 
ROOMS THAT ARE SURROUNDED BY THE CITY (2015)

spray paint transfer on pigmented concrete, wire glass, cast glass, 84 x 28 x 2 7/8 inches

DS: It’s more overtly three-dimensional when it leans.

BR: You mean instead of being read as a flat, like a painting?

DS: Well, it’s never really been 2D in my mind, but yes, that’s part of it: being clearer about 
the fact that a concrete slab is 3D object. It’s weird to work with concrete in an art context, 
because it’s really heavy. It’s a group effort to move the sculptures around the studio, or around 
an exhibition. If you’re working with assistants and machines, then it’s easier to understand 
concrete purely from a distance, as an industrial or urban material. But in a pared down con-
text, the material is burdensome. Just disposing of it requires commitment.

In order for this slab to act like an actual wall, it has to bisect the room. Pressing into the 
gallery wall, it’s similarity to an architectural wall is more apparent. I don’t mean capital-A 
Architectural, but architectural in the sense that it has weight like the things around us in the 
world. As a wall, the sculpture also performs as a physical barrier. The more I experiment with 
showing some concrete works hanging directly on the wall, the more concerned I become that 
the materiality is lost. It’s as though I’m doing too good of a job—the wall pieces appear to be 
hanging too easily/neatly on the wall for something so heavy.



BR: What is the slab’s relationship to the wall in the gallery, scale-wise?

DS: Standing up, it will reach almost to the gallery’s ceiling. It’s pretty aggressive for an art-
work; at just under seven feet, it’s taller than a person. In a group exhibition with other formal 
looking art, it doesn’t seem aggressive. But sometimes when I look at it, and especially when 
I have to find a team of people to help move it, and I worry about our bodies and how I don’t 
want anyone to get hurt, I start to wonder how it came about—what was I thinking? And I start 
to think back at how one thing led to another, and how before this there was something else, 
and how now, this is where I am. The sculpture needed four strong men working to pick it up, 
and for the exhibition, it just leans, its weight pressing into the drywall, on the tip of a lumi-
nous pink glass spike. My eye moves to the broken wire glass that makes up the front surface; 
the glass here really functions like a skin, a very sharp and almost absurdly symbolic tough 
skin. Maybe aggressive isn’t the right word, but there is some struggle going on with the works 
in the show—they are covertly applying weight to the walls and floor. 



BR: Surrounded by abstract paintings, you wouldn’t even notice.

DS: One time I saw a concrete sculpture I had made on a blog about painting. I mean, I get it: 
it’s a flat slab, and in a jpg, it looks a like a contemporary abstract painting. I find it difficult to 
understand my work using painting as a referent, because I’ve never been a real Painter. I’ve 
made paintings, but I realized at some point during college that what I really liked was design-
ing and making stretchers, and that I didn’t want to paint anything. My work has gone in many 
directions, but in all of them, the material remains significant—even when the material itself is 
slight—it’s never been a world created on a canvas or paper.

BR: Can you describe the piece on the floor, closest to the the window?

“BY COMING IN HERE, YOU AGREE TO A CERTAIN BEHAVIOR,” SHE SAID (2015)
spray paint transfer on pigmented reinforced concrete, cast glass, 36 x 36 x 2 7/8 inches

DS: This object is also cast concrete and glass. It’s inspired by old sidewalk tiles that are cast 
with glass—technically called vault lights—to let sunlight filter into the basements below the 
street. The sculpture I made uses glass prisms that were designed for marine decks, to allow 
light into the hull of a boat. 

BR: So, they’re like the discs of glass in the side walk in SoHo?

BR: Exactly. It’s the same idea. The sidewalk glass in SoHo has a round face and cylindrical 
volume, whereas the marine prisms have hexagonal faces, and cone or spiked volume. My un-
derstanding is that these prisms are more efficient in terms of how much light they collect. The 
prisms I used are all cast in a vintage, pale-green glass made for this use—so the light that 
shines through the prisms isn’t green, but a luminous cold white light. There is a tension be-
tween the weight of the concrete and the light coming through the glass. We ended up showing 
the sculpture askew on the ground, with the weight of the concrete sitting on the glass spikes, 
which themselves are pressing directly into the painted wood floor. 



BR: There are spots of light on the ground.

DS: Yes. The spots change as the sun moves. The animated light electrifies this otherwise 
rough-looking concrete. I made the surface of the concrete by using Vaseline and sand in the 
mold, so it’s irregular, and rough. The whole thing is three feet square, and the glass spikes 
protrude from the concrete an extra inch and a quarter. The slab is “hand-cast” and is less 
flat than it looks on a casual glance. Not all the spikes are touching the floor, though the glass 
withstands the weight of the concrete despite that. 

BR: Can you talk about these two with the chains?

left: SHE WATCHED HIS LIPS FORM THE SEQUENCE: WOW WOW WOW WOW (2015)
leather, pigmented reinforced concrete, waxed steel chain, 18 x 18 x 2 1/2 inches
right: SHE FOUGHT WITH THE KID WHO THREW ROCKS AT HER DOG (2015)

leather, pigmented reinforced concrete, waxed steel chain, 18 x 18 x 2 1/2 inches

DS: There are two wall works that are made of leather, chain, and concrete. They’re 18-inch 
squares, cast concrete and leather, each with chains in front. The chains form sagging X 
shapes, but on top of the harder X shapes they’ve impressed in the concrete/leather during the 
casting process. One is made with a natural leather/skin, which has a raw and impressionable 
surface, so the markings are branded into the surface. 

When the concrete cures, it gets very hot; the heat transfers to the metal, which heats up even 
more, and brands the surface of the leather. That piece was the first work that was definitely 
going into the show. I based the color of the glass for the other concrete sculptures on the 
color of that leather, which started off as a natural color, an ochre, yellow color.

BR: Like a suede glove? 

DS: Yes, a similar color. And the brands are almost black. There is a lot of contrast in the sur-
face itself—it’s a thick leather that has stretch marks from the animal, and things like that. 

BR: How long did the branding take?

DS: I left the materials to cure in the mold for two days.



BR: So, the chain is at the bottom of the mold when you are making it?

DS: Yes, it’s cast face down. The weight of the concrete is pushing the leather into the metal 
chain. The chain is trapped between plastic and leather and concrete that’s curing. So, the 
leather is only branded in the places where the chain touches it. It looks like a drawing on the 
surface. It’s beautiful how you can see the real marks.

The black leather X piece isn’t branded in the same way because the leather is already dyed 
and waxed, so while it takes the form of the chain, it doesn’t change color. The black and 
ochre works are both sensual and sexual and hard and soft, but these undertones recede and 
come forward in different ways as you look at them together. 

The last sculpture in the show is a blackened and scratched up cast-bronze paddle; the origin 
of which is a deadly weapon and a sex toy. It felt important to have a simple, slender vertical 
shape to counterbalance the two squares, and to reflect the verticality of the leaning concrete 
slab. The bronze piece is cast from a wooden paddle. I blackened the bronze and then had it 
kicking around the floor of my studio for over a year, so the final form is dented and scratched 
up, in different tones of metallic black, with small lines of the reddish-yellow bronze visible 
only inside the scratches. The bronze hangs on the wall by a cavity cast into the back. It looks 
serene from far away. Up close the history of the object creates a curious narrative, how it got 
that way, questions and possible scenarios come to mind. 

SHE SAID HIS NAME AND WATCHED HIS EYES COME OPEN (2015)
blackened cast bronze, 21 x 1/2 x 1 1/8 inches




